Winston-Salem, N.C. (July 29, 2020) - Liberty Hardware®, a division of Masco Corporation,
and leader in decorative and functional hardware for the home has won the 2020 Golden
Hammer Award from Hardware + Builder Supply Dealer Magazine for its Adjusta-Pull™ cabinet
hardware.
The Hardware + Builder Supply Dealer’s Golden Hammer Awards recognizes the best of the
best new products in the home improvement industry, focusing on the latest product
innovations, technology, product differentiation, best values and shelf appeal.
“We’re very excited and honored that Liberty Hardware’s passion for developing meaningful
design and innovation is being recognized with a Golden Hammer Award for our Adjusta-Pull
Cabinet Hardware,” said Gail Jacobson, CMO, Liberty Hardware.
This innovative cabinet hardware collection was designed for consumers looking for a unique
size cabinet pull to fit non-standard spaced holes. There’s no need for special hardware sizes,
cabinet repair supplies or wasted time drilling more holes because Adjusta-Pull™ cabinet
hardware adjusts to fit your needs. Simply place the screws in your drilled holes, slide the
Adjusta-Pull™ Cabinet Hardware over the screws and tighten into place with the supplied
special tool.
Adjusta-Pull™ cabinet hardware pulls come in two sizes and multiple styles, along with
matching cabinet knobs, and are available in multiple trend-forward finishes. Additional styles
will be launching this fall.
For more information on the award-winning adjustable cabinet hardware, visit
www.Libertyhardware.com. For more information on the Golden Hammer Awards, visit
https://www.hbsdealer.com/golden-hammer-strikes-2020.
About Masco Corporation
Headquartered in Livonia, Michigan, Masco Corporation is a global leader in the design,
manufacture and distribution of branded home improvement and building products. Our portfolio
of industry-leading brands includes Behr® paint; Delta® and Hansgrohe® faucets, bath and
shower fixtures; Kichler® decorative and outdoor lighting; and HotSpring® spas. We leverage
our powerful brands across product categories, sales channels and geographies to create value
for our customers and shareholders. For more information about Masco Corporation, visit
www.masco.com.
About Liberty Hardware
Since 1948, Liberty Hardware®, has built its reputation by offering high quality decorative and
functional hardware products at an exceptional value. The company proudly offers its extensive
line of hardware products through home centers, retailers and distribution channels across the

country. Today, as part of the fine family of MASCO companies, Liberty Hardware looks forward
to a bright future by continuing to respond to its customers’ needs through unmatched service,
outstanding quality, new product development and innovative design.

